Scribe Sheet
Date: April 27, 2018
Scribe: Sally A. Davidson
Present: Sarah Capron, Josh Sanders, Marc Bard, Bruce Wright,
Susan Wright, Sally Davidson
Public Participants: Lynn Doney, Bethany Drum
These minutes are subject to approval at our next scheduled meeting.
Topic
Discussed
Pavilion Bid

Meeting called to order at (time):6:00 PM
Meeting Adjourned at (time):7:30 PM
Next Meeting Date: May 1, 2018

Summary of Topic Discussed

Decision/Action to be
taken

Do we want to accept the bid from John Duncan for the building of the
pavilion? Bruce Wright had questions from the prior meeting; 1.) Can we
bring the cement above ground and put the posts into a metal cap that is
inserted into the cement? 2.) He wants the cost difference of the 6’x6’
post being cedar rather than pressure treated yellow pine. If we don’t go
the cedar posts can we have the pressure treated posts wrapped in cedar?
3.) Bruce Wright wants to know the cost difference of putting boards on
the inside of the metal roof rather then the plywood. 4.) Can we have the
disposal cost removed if we dispose of materials ourselves? Sally
Davidson told Bruce Wright she would call John Duncan the next day
and get the answers to these questions for him. The next day when Sally
Davidson called John Duncan with the questions John told Sally that
Bruce Wright had already called him and John answered all the questions
for Bruce. John Duncan then proceeded to tell Sally what he and Bruce
Wright had discussed. So when we met tonight Sally Davidson told
everyone that John Duncan had answered all the questions that Bruce
Wright had asked. When the Rest of the Recreation Committee was
brought up to speed on the information Bruce Wright had stated he had
more questions he wanted answers to; 1.) What will it cost to have all the
face boards cedar instead of pressure treated yellow pine? 2.) Can we
have the front boards solid or are they open like this? 3.) Do the support
corners need to be decorative like they show? 4.) Do we need that
decorative wood on the bottom of the posts like shown? 5.) Bruce Wright
has requested a drawing of the pavilion from John Duncan. Lynn Doney
told the committee if they didn’t stop jerking around we would lose our
spot and the pavilion would not get built until after the pool closes for the
year. Josh Sanders still thinks it is too much money for a structure such
as this one. After a lot of time of going in circles Sally Davidson
requested that each of the committee members brings back an estimate for
exactly what is in this estimate so we can compare apples to apples and
we can move forward from there.

Sally Davidson is calling
John Duncan and getting the
questions answered for Bruce
Wright.
Everyone is to bring an
estimate and a drawing of the
structure to our May 1st
meeting.

Deadline/Person
Responsible
May 1, 2018

Action Item
Completed
NA

